
ChapterV 

SOME PHILOSOPHICAL PROBLEMS AND 
THEIR SOLUTIONS. NAT{JRE OF CAUSAL . 

(86) 

RELATIONWHETHERITISAKINDOFSVARVPA 
RELATION OR NOT. COMPARISON WITH SOME 

VIEWS OF THE WESTERN THINKERS. 

In this conc.luding chapter, I like to consider some 

philosophical problems and also try to solve them. 

First, in different trj?;cttises, the Naiyayikas have defined 

cause (karal}a) and superfluity (anythasiddha) very 

carefully. For the1n, causality is the invariable immediate 

antecedent of what is not a superfluity (anyathZtsiddha). 

That is, the cause must abide in the substance in which the · 

effect is produced, at the moment immediately preceding that 

of its origin. But what is superfluity? Whatever is not strictly 

necessary to explain a phenomenon is a superfluity ; for 

example, the donkey that carries the earth for making a jar 

because the earth could be carried otherwise. For the Naiya

yikas, superfluity is of five types: 

( 1) The particular aspect in which a cause is known to 

be anteeedent to its effect is a superfluity with regard to that 

effect; as the characteristic attribute of staff ( dal}rjatva) is 

with regard to ajar. Actually, ·a staff is the·auxiliary cause of 

a jar, and it is so by virtue of its being a staff, and not as. a 

substance or one of the categories, or anything else. That 
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particular aspect in respect of which it is a cause-in logical 

language, the determinant of its causality..is the first superfluity. 

--

(2) That which has no independent agreement and 

difference (anvaya-vyatireka) (with the effect), but whose 

agreetnent and difference with the latter are known only 

through those of the cause, is a superfluity, as the colour of the 

staff. That which has no independent bearing on the existence 

or non-existence of the effect. If there is a staff, a jar is 

produced. This is agreement. And if there is no staff, no jar 

is produced. This is difference. 

(3) That which must be known to be antecedent to . 

something before it is known to be antecedent to a particular 

effect, is a superfluity with regard to that effect; as ether is to 

ajar etc. It is a cause of the jar etc, only as ~ether. And ether is 

that -which is ·the inherent cause of sound. Hence it can be 

known as a cause of the jar etc, only after it is known to be a 

cause of sound. Therefore it is a superfluity. 

( 4) That which is known to be antecedent to a particular 

effect only after it is known to be antecedent to its cause, is a 

superfluity with regard to that effect; as the potter's father is 

with regard to a jar. He is superfluous if he is considered to 

be the cause of the jar only as the father of the potter (who 

made the jar). 

5) Since an· effect is possible ~nly from what is 

'· ' 
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indispensable and invariably an--tecedent, whatever is other 

than that is a superfluity. Although with regard to a particular 

jar a donkey may be an invariable antecedent, yet, since with 

regard to jars in general the staff and the rest have been 

universally accepted to be the cause, and can therefore produce 

that particular jar as well, the donkey is. a superfluity. 

The above five cases are the cases of anyatlillsiddha. 

They are not the causes of a particular effect. Now though the 

Naiyayikas have made a distinction between k'ara7Ja and 

anyathasiddha regarding a particular effect, still it . is very 

difficult to show a demarcating line between kara7Ja and 

anyathflsiddha. An object which is a cause in the context of a 

particular effect may be anyathasiddha in another case or in 

another situation. f\. teacher, for example, may be a cause for 

teaching privately a naughty boy. While teaching student's 

mother tnay visit the room with some other work/and in this 

case mother, though antecedent, is to be taken as anyath

asiddha. The same mother may be taken as a cause behind 
. . 

the teaching of a naughty boy who does not care for the teacher. 

Here mother's presence is essential for his teaching. It is clear 

therefore that the status of cause or anyaflillsiddha in respect 

of an effect is not fixed but changeable or sitnational. Naturally, 

question arises: whether an incident should be taken as a cause 

or anyatltasiddha ? This is the vital constituent of the theory 

. of causality. The answer would be in favour of its situational 

' ' 
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character. Apart from this, the term 'cause' cannot give us an 

exact meaning so that it leads to ambiguity. Sometimes 'cause' 

means a cause related to the generation of result 

(phalopodhayaka~ or smnetinies mean something having 

intrinsic potentiality of being a cause (svariipa,yogya). The 

N aiyayikas have admitted svarupayogya cause as a bonafide 

cause. But this standpoint again is not problem free. A cause 

which is svaritpayogya, e.g, stick existing in the tree of a 

forest is not directly related to the cause that is , the stick in . 

the hand of the potter and hence it is anyathasiddha in the 

true sense of the term. How can it be described as a cause? It 

is clear therefore that something may be taken as superfluous 

or anyathasiddha in a particular case, but it may have potential 

or essentially fit for being a cause which is called 

svarzipayogya cause. Hence it is very difficult to give a 

· de1narcating line which can differentiate a particular anyath.:. 

asiddha from a cause. Rather it can vacy from case to case. 

We must keep this flexible character of cause while analysing 

the nature of Jr.:.., Now the above mentioned problem may be 

avoided if the governing factor of qualificative cognition 

( ViSi~[adhtniyamaka) is taken in the same sense of being the 

object of cognition. In this case Gadadhara's suggestion may 

be mentioned her~ in the follqwing way- ~' x is a relation of 

y if xis the object of the cognition of something z as qualified 

by y and at the same time x is not z. Literally, relationhood 
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with respect toy is that contentness ofa cognition which is 

conditioned by the qualifiemess in y and at the same time is 

dif~erent frmn the qualificandness of that cognition. " 1 

This definition again is not flawless. It ereates a problem 

in case of false knowledge. According to· the Naiyayikas, 

though colour remains in a substance through the relation of 

inherence, one may wrongly take colour as existing in a 

substance through the relation of conjunction (safnyoga). In 

this case though conjunction becomes the object of false 

knowledge, this should not be taken as a relation. But according 

to the above mentioned definition, conjunction here comes 

under the scope of relation. This viewpoint may be ratified 

by saying that though conjunction does not remain betw~en 

colour and substance it is a relation subsisting between two 

objects as found in pot and ground. There is no proble1n 

therefore to describe it as a relation. But·the Naiyayikas do 

not accept such view. For· them, conjunction cannot exist 

betw~en colour and substance and hence it comes under a 

non-entity. That is, by virtue of being an. unexampled 

(aprasiddha) the conjunction subsisting between colour and 

substance does not come under the definition. 

· Secondly, it is .a remarkable fact that the Naiyayikas have 

given much intellectual labour and pain in formulating the 

definitions of samav"ilyt and asamavaji liilralJa. According 
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to them, an inherent (samavayin) cause is that inhering in which 

an effect is produced; for example, 'threads' are of a 'cloth' 

and a ·cloth of its own colour and other qualities. "An 

asamavayi-kara7Ja is that entity which is a cause as inhering 

in the self-same object along with the effect or the cause; for 

example, the conjunction of threads (tantu-samyoga) in 

relation to the effect 'cloth' or the colour ·of the threads 

(tantu-rupa) in relation to the effect colour of the cloth" 2 

Now the problem is that in defining nimittakaralJa they 

have accepted the method of residues. To them, it is a kind of 

cause which is different from s~ay[ and asamavayzkaralJa. 

( ii bhya m samavflyikflravasamavflyikfl ra~Jabhya m 
param bhinnarh kara~Jam tri{yain nimittakaral}ain ityarthatzt · 

· In this case we do not find any informative characteristic 

features of it ·so that we may have a clear idea about this. 

Hence it bears some logical weakness of the Naiyayikas. 

. . 

In a subsequent commentarial literature called. 

Nrsimhaprakasik.i/ on TarkasaingrahadtpikEt,. we find . 
another definition of NimittakZirana which also cannot solve . 
the proble1n raised above. The chief qualifierness 

(prakaratva) in a prakara or chief qualifier of the cognition 

attained through the term nimittakllra~J.a or the .Property of 

bei_ng the possessor of the above mentioned type of cognition 

attained through the relation of prakiirat-a IS 



/ .... 
nimittaktiravatva, (Atra nimittakiiPtl1}tJ.'7"J"abdiidhina-

Jnanl~aprakaratvam priikiiratii sambandhena tiiflrsa

jfiiinavattazm! Vtt .nimitta-karal}atvasamanya.Zak~al}am) This 

definition is also not accurate because this definition also 

cannot point out clearly the object defined (lak~ya). If it is 

said that the content or pt'IJJC4trtofthe knowledge of a cow is 

'cow,' it is insignificant to the hearer, as it fails to give a picture 

of a cow. Hence definition of nimittakClrana cannot be taken . . 
as a definition, but it is nothing but introduction ( uddesa). We 

do not find its definition in latter literature and hence it is a 

logical weakness of the Naiyayikas. 

In fact, a large number of objects remains under the 

category of nimittakaraiJ.a. If we can know the exact 

characteristics of samavayl and asamavayt kZiral}a, the rest 

which covers a large area may be understood as 

nimittakarm:za. It is very much difficult to bring a common 

connotation among the whole class of nimittakara7Ja. For this 

reason it is described as distinct from the two. For the Naiya

yikas, samavaya is an independent category. : -Pr~~stapada . ,. 
' . 

defines it as 'the relationship subsisting among things that are 

inseparable, standing to one another iri the relation of the 

container and contained, and being the basis of the idea, "this 

is in that". It is inseparable relationship. It is eternal because 

its production would involve infinite regress.Samavaya has 
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no locus or substratum. It remains in itself. 

' 
While justifying tl)e etemality of samavliya as a relation 

the .Na;jaYH<il5. · have accepted the absence of a pot in a 

particular locus even after the pot is brought. Because this 

particular absence is connected with a particul~r time. Even 

after a pot is brought, the aw~J!l'les$ of absence of it within 

that particular span of time cannot be lost and hence it is 

eternal. 

If this standpoint of the Naiyayikas is taken for granted, 

it tnay create problem in the .J -ea:~:e· of ·- , :- prligabliava 

which is taken. as having an end but no begining 

(aniidil1 :santah). An effect is defined as the negatum . ' . . 
(pratiyogin) of a prior-absence (prflgabhfiva). The word 

'pratiyogin' is used here in the context of an absepce 

(abhft.va). It ineans the negatum or. that ·w~ose ~bsence is 
/ 

spoken of or cognised. In the case of 'absence of a pot' 

(ghatabhava), the pot is the negatum or the pratiyogin of the 

absence. So by the 'negatum' or 'pratiyogin' of a prior 

absence would be tneant 'that whose prior-absence is spoken 

of'. 'Prior-absence' (pragabhllva) of xis the objective basis 

Qf a correct usage and cognition like 'x will be'. In other 

words, it is a factual situation answering to a correct usage or 

cognition like that. If we speak of'prior absence of a pot', the 

prior absence would be the objective basis justifying such 



speaking or cognition and the pot would be the negatum of 

such absence. Now an e~tity like a pot, a table or a tree etc. is 

said to be an effect. It comes into being at a certain time. 

Before that time the particular pot or table was not in existence; 

that is to say, before that time there was its absence. And as 

we have a feeling of the absence of a pot in a particular point 

of time, it would remain as such even after the pot is produced 

as per the logic involved in justifying ·eternality of 

samavllya. If it is accepted, the definition of an effect will 

fail. 

Lastly, the Buddhist view that c~mse and effect relation 

cannot be accepted because it is seen that when a cause exists 

an effect does not and when an effect comes into being, the . . . 

cause is not there is not true. For it gives us a partial view of 
. . 

the idea of cause and effect. It is true that a cause does not 
I 

remain when an effect is produced; for example, mud, the 

material cause of a pot does not exist' as soon as a pot is 

produced. But the fact is that it is true only in the case of 

material cause (up'Cullina kO.raiJa) and not true in the case of 

auxiliary c.ause (n"imitta karaiJa).When a pot is produced, the 

nimitta kara~J-a like God, potter, wheel etc. are very much 

present, but not destroyed. In such case both cause and effect 

are found prese~t. It is clear therefore ·that Dharmaklrti 's 

account of causation is not flawless. It suffers from the defect 

of avyfipti (under-coverage). 

'· ' 



Nature of causal relation whether it is a kind of Svarupa 

relation or not 

For all systems ofindi~m philosophy except the Buddhists, 

'relation' is an _existent category because without relation day 

to day behaviour through language becomes impossible. 

'Relation', between things of our experience is a pervasive 

characteristic ofany object of knowledge. It is a prescientific 

assumption of cmn1nonsense that the world consists of a 

number of interrelated things and events. Causal relation 

between successive events in ti1ne is one specific class of 

various relations that appear to hold between objects, like 

equality, identity, greater or less, to the north or south of, to 

the east or west of, above-below, rignt-left etc. In a relational 

situation, a relation cannot subsist without some terms of the 

relation, so that .relation is not possible without terms. Relation 

·plays an important role in our day to day behaviour in general. 

It is a tool to the communication of certain thought required to 

form a particular system. 

In Indian system, though the Buddhists ~~ not accept 

'relation' as an existent category, the Navya Naiyayikas, 

another system in Indian philosophy realise the fact that we 

cannot do anything without language. And language is not 

possible without relation. This is why the NQ)J)'o..~NO.i;K-Yl.~~ 
0 • • ~-. 

accept relation between a word and its meaning (sabdartha). 
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Now for the Naiyayikas, the sense-object contact which is a 

cause of perpetual knowledge is of six kinds and conjunction 

and inherence are the two major relations - contact among 

them. In many cases these two relations -contact serve as an 

operative. But there are certain cases where these two 

relations-contact do not serve as operative. In such cases, 

the Navya Naiyayikas accept a peculiar relation called 

svariipa (self linking). This relation is inevitable in any 

philosophical discourse. Let us clarify such relation. It is a 

relation which is essentially an accepted object or identical 

with smne accepted objects and at the same time it possesses 

the characteristic features of a relation having been qualified 

by a particular attribute. For example, the absentiness 

(pratiyogita) in the case of a negation exists in the absentee 

(pratiyogt) and hence it should be regarded as an accepted 

·entity. In the same way, thea.bsentiness (pratiyoifta) may also 

be regarded as a relation from the stangpoint of its being 
' 

qualified by an extra-ordinary property called absenteeness. · 

The absenteeness (pratiyogita) exists in an absentee 
- . 

(pratiyogi) through the relation called absenteeness 

(pratiyogtta). Here we do not find any difference between· 

.PlltJ,tiJ'o.iltf ..and its relata (pratiyogi). In the same manner, 
~. . - . 

contentness (vi~ayata) that is, the property of being the locus . . 

of the content (vi~ayita) exists in· self- linking relation with 

'· ' 



content ( vi~aya) and smnething havi1.1-g content (vi~ayl). This 

type of relation is called svarupasambandha according to 

the Navya Nyaya. Another example, namely, (vile~al}at'li) 

qualifiemess exists in the absence of a jar through the self 

linking relation while qualificandness (vise~yata) is related 

to ground (bhutala) through the svarupa sambandha as per 

the definition 'the property existing in the anuyogi or subjunct 

is called relation. In this 1nanner, different self-linking relations 

can be established. Putrata (property of being a son), pitrta 

(the property of being a father) are the instances of selflinking 

relations. Before having a child, an individual cannot be said 

to be a pita (father) but he can be said to be aputra (son) of a 

father. And when he gets a son, he acquires a new property of 

being a father. Now it is true that the property of'fatherhood' 

(pitrtva or pitJ1la) does not exist in an individual when he is 

· a son ; still this property exists in him implicitly. The property 

called 'fatherhood? (pitrtva) exists in father directly by the 

self - linking relation called airayata (i.e, the property of 

being a substratum) and indirectly in a son by the relation 

called nirupakata (the property of being a determinator). 

Substratumness exists in self-linking relation with substratum- - -

(adhara). In the same manner, the property of being a cause 

(kfira1Jatii) and the property ~f being an. effect (kluyatli) 

exists in the cause and the effect through the self linking 



relation; that is, the property of being a cause (kizralJala } 

. and the property of being an effect (kD.ryata). 

The fundamental characteristic of relation is that it exists 

in two relata (dvi~tha!J sambandhah) because. relation binds 

one with another. Relation also acts as a connector 

(saimikar~a) and this sannikar~a detennines the property of 

being qualificand and qualifier between two objects totally 

different from each other. 

Now the idealistic philosophers like Buddhists do not 
. . 

accept any relation becam~e they do not accept the ultimate 

reality of this world. To him like other relations causal relation 

is a myth. Dharmaklrti, a celebnited Buddhist logician holds 

that there is no relation between cause and effect. He gives 

· the following arguments in favour of his view. 

· I. For him, relation holds between two objects as existing 
/ 

simultaneously; but cause and effect do not exist 
. 

simultaneously. Hence they are not at all dvi~{ha that is? 

existing in two at the same time. And if this be so, that is, if 

they are advi.Jtfza (non-existing in two simultaneously), how 

can we say that there is a relation between cause and effect? 

· "Karyakaral)a bhiivdpitayorasahabhavatal}jprasiddhyati 

katham dvi~[ho 'dvi~f~e sambandhata kathain~) 4 _According 

to the Naiyayikas, any type of relation involves the 

characteristic of ~i-~{hAtYa;..:-property of existing in two. If 

\ 
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'cause' and 'effect' these two relata do no exist simultaneously, 

there cannot be the property of dvi~a. In order to avoid 

this difficulty, if one accepts cause and effect as simultaneous 

occ.urences, then ·also causality cannot be shown to be 

operative because mere simultaneity cannot regard an event 

as cause and the other effect. The left ~nd right horns of a cow 

occur simultaneously, but neither of them is regarded as cause 

of the other. 

2. One may argue that cause and effect' may occur 

successively either in a cause or in an effect and .not 

simultaneously ~ therefore this relation does not presuppose 

two relata. This relation may occur in one in the absence of 

another one. And if this be so, no relation in the true sense of 

the term can be said to exist in one reh1tum. "Kramena bhflva 
• 

ekatra vartamnno 'nyanisprhal;z I Tadabhave' tadbhitvtu 

sambandho naikavrttim5.,n"5• In fact, the concept.to(relation 

or sambandha implies certain questions as 'relation of whom' 

and 'relation with whom'. And if one of these questions is not 

answered th~ meaning of the term 'relation' will be 

insignificant . It is clear therefore that relation always 

presupposes two relata and not one. -· -·----

. 3. Even if one argues that the causal relation exists either 

in a cause or in an effect successively, it follows that the 

relation is not concerned with either a cause or an effect ; that 



is, it may exist even without connecting itself with both the 

relata at the same tilne. And if this be so, then the relatum 

cannot be accepted as a relatum because the concept·· of 

kftryakiiraJJabhava (cause and effect) relation implies the 

connection of both the entities - kfirya and kflrara at the 

same time. But the fact is that when there is a cause, there is 

no effect and when effect comes into existence, the cause is 

not there. So how can we accept a relation abiding in one 

relatu.»!? Hence No relation P between cause and effect is 

possible. 

Besides cause and effect, if we accept another entity":)· 

called relation, theh the left horn will be the cause of the right 

hom due to having the connection with the property of existing 

in two. "Yadye-kfirthflbhisambandhiit kfLryakflrarJatn tayol;zl 

prflptti dvitvadisambandhftt savyetaravi~CiiJayol} '~ 6 . The 
I 

term 1iidi' in 'dvitvadi' denotes proximity, remoteness, 

distinction etc. If two objects are related by virtue of being 

related with the property of existing in two (dvi§[hatva), then 

proximity, remoteness, distinction etc. are also be regarded 

as relation because they are related with t.two' Proximity, 

remoteness etc.- tpese conceptS are relative in the sense that 

they presuppose the existence of two entities. And these 

relative concepts are not relations at all,. though they are 

connected with the property of 'existing in two'. 



4. Let us consider another problem: that is, whether the 

cause and effect are different or identical. If they are· taken as 

completely different, there would be no relation between them. 

And if, on the other hand, they are take.n as identical, they are 

no longer separated and hence, there is no scope for accepting 

any relation between them. In this way Dharmakirti has refuted 

the reality of relation in cause and effect. 

Now though Dharmakirti has given much emphasis to 

refute the existence of any relation between cause and effect, 

the historical analysis of Buddhism shows that their philosophy 

is based on the law of causation. The causal theory in 

Buddhism is known as prat1tyasamutpada gives us the idea 

that everything in this world is dependent on another and 

hence it is relative, conditional and impermanent. The causal 

theory is the pillar of the four noble truths, law of karma etc. 

accepted by the Buddhistic philosophers. 

- . 
According to Dharmakirti, no relation can be hold 

between cause and effect as they do not exist simultaneously; 

' at the same time, they do not have dvi~[hatva in character. 

But for the Naiyayikas, this view is not tenable because 

mere simultaneous existence of two objects cannot be a 

criterion of determining cause and effect relation; other criteria 

must be fulfilled for being a cause and this criteria is that a 

cause must be free from superfluity (any~thilsiddha). Again, 



dvi~thatva i.e., the propertY of being existent in two is not a 

definition (lak~a1J'll) but only a symptom that may be used by 

an individual for identifying the causal relationship. Not only 

this, the status of being a 'cause' or an effect' on the part of 

events is a situational matter; that is, it is the situation that 

determines which of the two events would be the cause or the 

effect. It can be said, therefore, that Dharmakirti's critique of 

causal relation is based on misconception. 

Apart from this, the property ofbeing a cause (kflra~:zatva) 

and an effect (kftryatva) are acquired properties and ther~fore 

whether an object is to be regarded as a cause and an effect 

depends on the situation. An object which is regarded as cause 

in a particular occasion may be taken as an effect in a different 

situation. It is essential to consider the given definition of 

cause while describing an object as the same. Two objects 

remaining simultanously cannot always necessarily be a cause 

and an effect in a different case. 

As the causal relation does not come under the purview 

of the wellknown (elations like contact, inherence etc, it would 

be taken as a kind of svarupa relation. Like other properties 

these karyatva and kanfJ~atva are acquired properties on 

account of which inherence is not applicable. 
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Comparison with some views of the Western thinl{ers 

Human reason is troubled by certain questions, which it 

cannot avoid, because they spring from its own nature, and 

which at the same time it cannot answer, because they transend 

its power. 

The difficulty is not of its own creation. It starts with 

principles which are amply verified within experience, and 

one does not suspect that their use will be illegitimate in any 

case. One such principle is the law of causality which says 

that every eve~t must have a cause. The validity of this law is 

well proved in experience. But as we go on asking for cause, 

we find that the causal chain cannot ~e completed. We therefore 

take refuge in a first cause to which we believe -the causal 

series leads. But in so doing, we fall into obscurity e1;nd 

contradiction, because we do not understand how the first 

cause was led to begin its causal operation. As the first cause 

goes beyond all experience, we cannot verify any of our 

assertions with regard to it and so our controversies about it 

cannot be decided by any test of experience. 

Now it is true that we cannot verify any of our assertions 

with regard to the first cause by any test of experience, but we 

can verify the validity of the general law of causality which 
. . . 

says that every event must have a cause through our experience. 

In experience, we find that the events of nature exist in two 

,_ 



distinct relations to one another; that of simultaneity and that 

of succession. Every event is related in an uniform way to 

some other events that co-exist with it, and to some that have 

preceded and will follow it . Among all the uniformities in 

the succession of phenomena, we recognise a law which is 

universal. This law is universal in the sense that it is 

co-extensive with the entire field of successive phenomena, 

all instances whatever of succession, being example of it. 

This law is the law of causation. The truth that every fact 

which has a beginning has a cause is co-extensive with human 

expenence. 

Now if we analyse causation, we fmd two elements; cause 

and effect. The invariable antecedent is termed the cause; the 

invariable consequent, the effect. And the universality of the 

law of causation consists in this, that every consequent is 

related with some particular antecedent or set of antecedents. 

An analysis of 'effect' requires an analysis of cause because 

when we treat something as an effect,. we search for the cause 

of it and we do not get relief until we show something as the 

cause of it. Regarding causation some fundamental questions 

arise, namely, what is 'cause'? What is meant by an 'effect'? 

How long may the time interval be between cause and 

effect? 

Different philosophers define cause in different ways. I 

'· ' 



shall first consider here the view held by the empericist 

philosopher David Hume who maintains the supremacy of 

sense experience over the faculty of reason. And then I will 

consider a comparative estimate of cause and effect both from 

the Indian and. Western standpoints. I will specially devote 

my attention to Nyaya on the Indian side and to Hume on the 

Western side. 

' 
" 

Regarding causation, Hume's view is that causes and 

effects are two distinct and separate events. So no amount of 

rational analysis would enable us to discover the one in the 

other. The effect is totally different from the cause, as such it 

is not discoverable in the cause by any apriori arguments 

whatsoever. If on the contrary, the effect is discovered in the 

.cause there must be a tie or link binding the events together. 

As a result, cause and effect could not be separate. If they are . 

not separate, we have no right to talk of cause and effect, but 

only of continuous process. Surely, to name one event as cause 

and to distinguish it from another called effect, we are to 

observe and depend on repeated successions between the two 

events, one preceding and the other following. Hume says 

that there is no necessary connection between the cause and 

the effect. On observing particular events repeatedly 

conjoined, we are, says Hu1)1e, determined as it were to draw 

an inference. Aild the principle which underlies such inference 



is custom or habit. Our minds being influenced by the principle 

of custom or habit, at once jump to the idea of necessary 

connection where there is only customery conjunction. It is 

due to the principle of custom or habit that repetition tends to 

give rise to a tendency in the mind to renew the same act or 

operation without being impelled by any reasoning or process 

of the understanding. Hume concludes that all inferences from 

experience, therefore, are effects of custom, not of reasoning. 

He maintains that the analysis of causation simply raveals 

uniformity of sequence or constancy of conjunction between 

two events, say, flame and heat. We think that these objects, 

flame and heat have appeared in a regular recurrent order of 

contiguity and succession. So these objects become associated 

in the mind with the result that when one appears, the idea of 

the other occurs to us and is raised to the status of belief . In 

·other words, if we always see flam~ followed by heat, we 

get into the habit of expecting heat when. we see flame. The 

formation of this habit, according to Hume, is independent of 

rational choice. So causal inference is nothing more than 

custom bred expectation. 

Now before expand the discussion of the Nyaya theory 

of causality vis-a-vis Hume, let us consider some of the main 

points of resemblance between.Hume and Nyaya. 

Both Hume and Nyaya agree that the relation between 



cause and effect is a factual relation, the knowledge of which 

is derived entirely from experience. Indeed from the first 

appearance of an event we cannot recognise it either as a 

cause or as an effect. The events do not at all bear such 

descriptions written on their face. That is why, to name an 

event as cause or as effect we need but take the help of 

experience. As Hume puts it; let an object be presented to a 

man of ever so strong natural reason and abilities if that object 

be entirely new to him, he will not be able, by most accurate 

ex3;mination of its sensible qualities, to discover any of its 

causes or effects. Thus both Hume and Nyaya, do not, unlike 

some rationalists, believe in the apriori status of cause. 

Another point worth observing in this connection is whether 

the cause and the effect are both regarded as events by Hume 

and the Naiyayikas alike. Now both of them regard the effect 

as an event as it is an occasional occurence. But it seems 

doubtful whether the cause is also an event for both, especially 

for the Naiyayikas. For the Naiyayikas, effects are of two 

types; positive and some are negative, for example, the 

destruction of the jar is a negative effect while the production 

of it is a positive one. The negative effect is always caused 

by an efficient cause (nimitta-kara~Ja) alone. But for the 

positive effect, the Naiyayikas admit the necessity of three 

causes- samavayi (inherent) asamvayl (non-inherent) and 



nimitta (efficient) karaiJa. Thus production of ajar necessi4lttes '· 

the different parts of the jar (kapala), their conjunction 

(kapalasamyoga) and the potter together with his tools 

(kumbhakara, rjal]da, cakra, etc .. ). These different causes of 

an effect reveal the fact that the cause is not always an event 

for the N aiyayikas. According to Hume also, cause is not 

always an event, the meaning of cause includes something 

more than an event. Regarding the definitions of cause, Hume 

writes in the Enquiry, a cause is "an object followed by 

another, and where all the objects similar to the first are 

followed by objects similar to the second." 7 

In a similar way, Hume also writes in the Treatise that 

"the idea of causation must be dervied from some relation 

among objects." 8 When, for example, Hume says that 'bread 

is the cause of nourishment' or 'fire is the cause of burning', 

he certainly means by cause not only an event. Therefore," 

there is really no substantial difference between the 

Naiyayikas and Hume regarding the nature of cause and effect. 

The striking resemblance between Hume and the 

Naiyayikas perhaps centres round the defiirition of cause. Both 

of them maintain that a cause is an invariable antecedent of an 

effect "Karya-niyata-pijvavartti karaiJam~ 9 in the language 

of Nyaya. The temporal precedence of cause over the effect 

has been regarded by both as an essential feature of the causal 

relation. 

' 
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There is also a similarity between the Naiyayikas ,and 

. ' 

Hume regarding the nature of effect. For both of them effect is 

entirely different from cause. According to the N aiyayikas, 

there is no prior existence of an effect in the cause; an effect 

is a new creation. There is no necessary connection between 

cause and effect though cause and effect -. these two are 

altogether different. 

Hume also maintains that causes and effects are two 

distinct and separate events. So no amount of rational analysis 

would enable us to disco.ver the one in the other. The effect is 

totally different from the cause, and as such it is not 

discoverable in the cause by any apriori argument in 

whatsoever. If on the contrary, the effect is discovered in the 

cause, there must be a tie or link binding the events together. 

As a result, cause and effect would not be separate. And if 

they were not separate, we would not have no right to talk.of 

cause and effect, but only of continuous process. Surely, to 

name one event as cause and to distinguish it from another 

called effect, we are to observe and depend on repeated 

succession between the two events, on.e preceding and the 

other following. 

There is another similarity between Hume and the 

N aiyayikas regarding the meaning of a particular word used 

in a language. According to the Naiyayikas, if a particular 



word used in a language means something and the same word 

in another language means a different thing, we cannot say 

that they are inconsistent. Meaning depends on the systematic 

use and consistent interpretation within a given framework of 

language. Hume also says in the Enquiry "the whole 

controversy (with regard to necessity etc~f has hitherto turned 

merely upon words. "
14 

So at this point we find a similarity 

between the Naiyayikas and Hume. 

Both Hume and Nyaya agree that the relation between 

cause and effect is a factual relation, the knowledge of which 

is derived entirely from experience. Indeed from the first 

appearance of an event we cannot recognise it either as a 

cause or as an effect. The events do not at all bear such 

descriptions written on their face. That is why to name an 

event as cause or as effect we· need but take the help of 

expenence. 

As Hume puts it ; let an object be presented to a man of 

ever so strong natural reason and abilites - if that object be 

entirely new to him, he will not be _able, by. most accurate 

examination of its sensible qualities, to discover any of its 

causes or effects. Thus both Hume and Nyaya do not, unlike 

some rationalists, believe in the apriori status of cause. 

Let us consider the difference between the N aiyayikas 

and Hume regarding causation. 



According to the N aiyayikas no reasoning or inference 

can be said to be purely inductive or purely deductive. In 

order to be certain, any inference must not only follow the 

deductive principle or ideal, but also must conform to actual 

experience. In Western logic, the conclusion follows 

necessarily from the premises taken jointly; for example. 

All men are immortal 

Plato is a man. 

Plato is immortal. 

This argument is absolutely valid, being in the first figure 

of the mood Barbara. But according to the N a~yayikas, this is 

one kind of fallacious reasoning; it is false as it is contradicted 

by actual experience. We have. in fact experiences of men 

who are mortal. Hence the truth of the majot premise being 

unproved, the entire argument is false, in the sense .that it ends 

up. with a false conclusion. We have ,keep in mind that 

anumana, the Naiyayikas' equivalent of inference, is always 

treated as a way of knowing, and as such, can contain true 

pre1nises alone. That is why, in their explication of the different 

aw:iyavas (members) of an inference, the Naiyayikas lay much .. _ 

stress on udaharalJa since it is used as a supp.orting ,evidence 

for the inference. For them, an inference consists of five . . 

essential and indispensable members and an udaharalJa is 

one of them. The truth is that for the Naiyayikas, every reasoning 

'· ' 
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must be both deductive-inductive, formally valid and. 

materially true at the same time. That is, every reasoning must 

be a combination of formal material, deductive-inductive 

process. This formal-material or deductive-inductive 

procedure turns on the establishment of the invariable 

concomitance between the hetu and the sadhya. This vyapti 

relation is confirm·ed by a concrete example that constitutes 

an indispensable step of inferential reasoning. With regard to 

the truth of the propositions occuring in an inference, f he 

N aiyayikas 1naintain that so long as the propositions are not 

falsified b.y our actual experience or that anybody else, it must 

be accepted as true. But this view, that is, every inference 
. 

must be both inductive-deductive is contradicted by David 

Hume. That is why he failed to recognise any objective 

necessity in our knowledge of causal relation. 

Let us consider another difference between the Naiyayikas 

and David Hume. Hume starts his enquiry by making a 

fundmnental distinction between two kinds of reasoning, 

namely, reasoning relations of ideas and reason~ng concerning 

matters of fact. This distinction is fundamental in the sense 

that it paves the way for what Hume is going to put forward 

subsequently as his distinctive view on the_nature of causal 

relation. These two kinds of reasoning-, for Hume, are 

dissimilar. Of the first kind are, the sciences of Geometry, 

'. 

' 
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Algebra and Arithmatic. Relations of ideas give us absolute 

certainty and require no help from experience. That is, the 

truths, concerning this group are deductive in character. 

Mathematical truths are those truths the opposite of which is 

inconceivable for it leads us to self contradiction. 

Matters of fact which are the second objects of hmnan 

reason are not ascertained in the same way. No propositions 

about matters of fact are absolutely certain, for we can very 

well conceive their opposites without involving us in self

contradiction. That the sun will not rise tomorrow is no less 

intelligible as proposition and implies no more contradiction 

than the affirmation, that it will rise. All reasonings concerning 

matters of fact seem to be founded on the relation of cause· 

and effect. By means of that relation alone we can go beyond 

the evidence of our memory and senses. In Hume's own 

language "if you were to ask a man, why he believes any 

matter of fact, which is absent, for instance, that his friend is 

in the country, or in France; he would give you a reason and 

this reason would be some other fact; as a letter received 

from him, or the knowledge or his former resolutions and 

promises. Or, a man finding a watch or any other machine in a 

desert island, would conclude that there had once been men 

in that island. All our reasonings concerning matters of fact 

are of the same nature." 11 Hence truths relating to matters of 

fact fall short of deductive ideal. 

' ' 



But according to the Naiyayikas, mathematical truths are 

not exe1npt from experience; the very essence of knowledge 

for the N a!yayikas, lies in revealing the objects 

(vi§ayaprakasa-svabhava), that is, there is no objectless 

knowledge. All our objects must be derived:from experience. 

Again, it is also not true to say thatmatheinatical truths are 

absolutely certain; that is, we cannot conceive the opposite of 

mathematical propositions. In experience, we find that the 

children and sometimes even the grown up do commit mistakes 

in solving a smn. This is clear proof that we conceive the 

opposite of mathematical truths. Had it not been so, we could 

not have ev.en erred any time during our entire existence in 
. . 

solving any mathematical problem. Again, it can be said that 

the mathe1natical truths have no speCiality or distinctiveness 

which is demanding in the case oftruths.concerning matters 

of fact. In mathematics, first we define symbols ~hd then we 

use them; that is, we apply them in a systematic way.· If we 

accept different symbols, than the familiar ones, define the1n 

precisely and apply them consistently, we can develop an 

alternative mathematical system. In this way, one system is 

not contradicted by another because each system uses special · -

symbols and notations. Our task is to see whether in a given 

syste1n, the symbols are all vsed consistt1iltly. The smne is 

true about factual truths. Here we use different words which 

' ' 



stand for different objects and we se~ whether the words are 

all used accurately. If we use a particular word now in one 

sense and afterwards in a different sense, we will involve 

ourselves in contradictions. But if a particular word in a 

language means something and the same word in another 

language means a different thing, we cannot say that they are 

inconsistent. 

The difference between theN aiyayikas and Hume is that 

where the Naiyayikas regard the proposition "the sun rises in 

the east tomorrow~' is as certain as "two plus two make four", 

Hmne regards mathematical proposition like "two plus . 

·t"'-J~- ·_.make four" as absolutely certain because we cannot 

conceive the opposite of it. For Hume, the proposition~~the 

sun rises in· the east" is not absolutely certain as "two plus 

two make four" because the latter proposition is concerned 
I 

with matters of fact. No propositions about matters of fact are 

absolutely certain, for we can very well conceive their 

opposites without involving us in self-contradiction. But 

according to the Naiyayikas, the east, west ~re nothing but 

li1nitations of one space which is all pervading. It is no 1natter 

whether or not the sun actually rises in the east. For, the 

direction in which the sun will be seen in the morning is to be 

regarded as the east and the west only. Therefore, there is no 

justification for arguing that the sun will rise in the east or in 

'· ' 



the north. That is, the proposition, the sun will rise tomorrovv 

in the east is a certain proposition as it _conforms to, and is 

validated by our actual experience. We canno~ doubt the trl.1th 

of this proposition, because if we doubt it, we have to state 

the ground for such doubting. Endless- doubting, for the 
t: 

N aiyayikas, without any solid ground is a mark of mental 

disorder. It is not enough to say that the opposite of any factual 

statement is conceivable. We have to state on what ground 

such state1nent in.fact is made. According to the Naiyayikas, 

if any proposition in question is never falsifiable by our 

experience or that of anybody else, it must be accepted as 

true. And there cannot be any ground for doubting the truth of 

the proposition. 

Now both Hume and the Naiyayikas n1aintain that ~tis 

necessary to discuss first of all two inportant principles of 
. . I . 

I 
causality: general and particular principle samiinya 

kZaya-karana-bhava and visesa-karya:.karana-bhava. , , . . 
L~t us begin, ·in the Humean fashion, with the discussion 

of the second question first, namely, why do we hold that such 

particular causes must have such particular effects fr01n the 

Naiyayikas' stand point, because this will help us to 

understand the total force of the argument hnpli~d in the first 

question. The. first point wortli m~ntioning in connection with 

vise~a-kcuya-karm;za-bhava is that both the Naiyayikas and 

'· 
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Hume argue that our belief in particular·causalities is derived 

from experience. That fire causes smoke is derived, from our 

repeated observation (bhftyodarsana) of two entities smoke 

and fire. Ofthese two entities; fire is said to be the cause of 

smoke since it is always found to precede smoke. A cause is, 

therefore, an antecedent event in relation to its effect which is 

always a consequent event. There is ho otherway to exclude 

the effect from the cause than to maintain the temporal priority 

of the cause over the effect. That is why Annarhbhatta remarks . 

that the word purvavrttL ( antecedence) is inserted in the 

definition of cause only to exclude the effect itself In order to 

detennine, which one, if any, of the antecedent events, is the 
. 

cause, both the Naiyayikas and Hume refer to the invariable,· 

as against variable, antecedents (niyata-pzirvav,J!/1~3~ inva~i~ble 

antecedent is meant that if the cause is present, the effect is 

present (kara!Jasatte karya satta), and if the cause be absent, 

the effect is likewise absent ( kara1Jlrsattve karyasatta} For 

exmnple, fire is said to be the invariable antecedent of s1noke. 

For whenever smoke occurs, we find that fire invariably 

precedes it; and whenever there is absence of fire, we 

experience that there is absence of smoke as well. In·-

otherwords, smoke is never found to be perceived without 

fire and the absence of fire .is never fo~nd to give rise to 

smoke. This is confirmed by our experience and we have never 

'· ' 



seen an exception to this. 

Let us consider the following sets of antecedent events 

as examples. 

I 

AIYINBCD 

OPQ EFG 

RST UVM 

II !fa, 

AMNBCD (~·\·::>:ANN BCD IYINOCDE 

AOP BEF .\ilOP BEF NOP DEF 

APQ BFG --~ ·APQ BFG PQR FGH 

It is clear from the set 1 that A and B are related only 

once but not related at other times. Their relation is variable 

for the two are not always associated. A variable relation 

can be defined in this way : the relation between two things 

is variable if one is present but the other is not or if one is 

absent but the other is present. An invariable relation, on the 

contrary, is agreement in being co-present or co-absent. In the 

. set II, for example, A and B are invariabley re~ated since 

both of them agree in being co-present, that is; when A is 

present, B is also present. This invariable relation between 

A and B would be further strengthened if we take into account 

negative instances as well along with posit~ve ones. Thus in 

the set II a, not only do we observe positive instances whe~~- . 

A and B are both present, but observe the negative instances 

as well where the absence of A is followed by the absence of 

' " 
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B. 

Now from this, it is clear to us that the causal relation 

between A and B cannot be ascertained witho:utt~_st of several 

instances. From the first appearance of A and B we cannot 

take the1n to be causally related. In order to do so we need the 

help of repeated observations. In otherwords, the invariable 

relation between A and B can only be known from the constant 

conjunction between them. By constant conjunction is meant 

the constant repetition or regular recurrence of two kinds of 

silnilar events according ~o a constant pattern of contiguity 
. . 

and succession. 

Now one may aaise a question. here, viz, how can we be 

sure of the invariabli-l~: :::1 of two events in face of the fact that 

constant conjunction on which invariableness depends is 

derived from experience? Hence what is observed as 
/ 

constantly conjoined now may possibly be overtmown, in the 

light of fresh experience later. So, there is no knowing that 

what is invariant now, and thus appears to be invariable now 

will continue to be invariant in future as well. -Tp circumvent 

this difficulty and also to establish the causal relation, the 

N aiyayikas recomend the formula : sahacara-darfane 

sati vyabhicariidarsanam. By sahacara, they. mean both 

anvaya-sahacara (i.e, observation ofinstances ofagreelnent 

in presence) and Vyiitireka - sahacara (i.e, observation. of 

\ 
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instances of agreement in absence).Jtzz·~~.is usually stated 

~-·. .- -·, ~. 

as Sa satw niyata sattlikatva. This simply means that the 
-. 

existence of an effect must invariably be preceded by the 

existence of the cause. On observing,for example, a regular 

and uniform agreement in presence between smoke and fire,. 

we conclude that whenever the cause invariably precedes, 

the effect (smoke) follows. That Hume admits this as a sound 

method becomes evident from his definition of cause as "an 

· object followed by another, and where all the objects similar 

to the first are followed by objects similar to the second'~ 12 

Vyatireka is defined by the Naiy'ayikas as .sa vyatireka 

prayukta -vyatireka-pratiyogitva. This simply means that 
. 

the absence of a cause will lead to the absence of the effect as 

well. On observing, for example, a regular and· uniform 

agree1nent in absence between (non-fire) not- A and (non-

. smoke) not-B, we conclude that whenever the cause A (fire) 

does not occur, the effect B (smoke) .does not follow. Hume 

seems to agree with this when he s~ys that "a cause is an 

object followed by another, and where if the first object had 

not been, the second never had existed". 13 

By Vyabhic:iiradarsana.the Naiyayikas mean Jhe n-on

observation of any contrary instance. If, for example, we find 

an instance where smoke is present while fire is not, or observe 

a case where fire is not present and yet smoke is, _that will 
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constitute an exception (vyabhicara) ; here vyabhicltra is of 

two types anvayavyabhicare (when, for example, A !s present 
. ' 

but B is not) vyatir~ka-vyabhicara (wh·e~ ~or example, A--i~ 
. ' 

absent but B. is present). The presence. of such contrary 
' '' ··.~ 1 . • I ' 

instances will ·show the absence o{the cau~al relation. That : . . . ~., .. · ~,:~.. : . .. . I·. . . :. . . . 
Is why .there. must be abs~·l}~~·.'"qr·,.!Jqn':'observatiort' \ 

. . ' .:--··.;.. ·.·/_;.! ... :. , .. I ' 

(Vyabhicaradarsana) of suc4 contrary inst~nces ih case of 
. •' ~ ' ' 
·.·· . . ·.,. i . ' 

causal relation between A and B.· Let us put, the argument in 

tabular form : 
' 

·Anvaya Vyatirek~ Anvaya Vyatireka 

sahacara sahacara vyabhicara vyabhicara 

A B A B A B 

A B A B 

A B A B 
I 

A is the cause of B. l 
I 

From the above table, it follows that constant conjunction· 

depends not only on-the relation ofagr~ement'in presence and· 
. . ' 

agreement in absence between two instances ; it should also · 

refer to the non-observation of any contrary instances. Such · 

constant conjunction is the basis of our notion of causality. 

Observation of constant conjunction of A and B. makes us feel . 
. -

this relation will continue to hold between A\and .B 'iri the · . . ,..: ' ·.. . 

' - . 

unobserved instances as well.· In ·othe~wprds; constant 

'· ' 



conjunction of A and B gives rise to an expectation in our 

mind and in the absence of contrary instances, we firmly 

believe that there is a necessary connection between A ahd 

B. Therefore, the idea of necessary ·connection in causal 
. I 

relation depends on two factors: (1) constant conjtmction and 

(2) the feeling of necessitated transition from the observed to 

the uno bserved. The former is the conditioning and the latter 

is the constituting factor of the idea of necessary relation. 

Now though it is true that the feeling of necessitated transition 

comes out of a subjective belief, still we must reme1nber that 

this feeling of necessitated transition which is due constancy 

of conjunction is present in all cases .of causal inference and 

hence common to all human beings. This feeling is not peculiar 

to any particular subject, but to everyone placed under sin1ilar 
• I • 

situations. So the idea of necessary relcttion is not totally 
I 

subjective; it is better to call it intersubjective. We' know that 
i 

Hume does not believe in the apriori status of causal relation 

because he is a naturalistic philosopher; but he certainly 

discovers its origin in a universal '_principle of human nature'. 

It follows therefore that our idea of necessary relation is also 

in a sense objective. This is clear from Hun1e's definition of · 

cause as "an object precedent and contiguous to another, and 

so united with it, that the idea of the one detennines the n1ind . . . 

to form idea of the other, and the impression of the one to 

'·. 
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form a 1nore lively idea of the other." 14 That the idea of 

causality implies necessity follows from Burne's acceptance 

when he says that "a cause is an object followed by another 

and whose appearance always conveys the thought to that of 

other." 15 

Now a contemporary logical empericist may say that a 

statement that is not confirmable by sense experience is non

sensical. To this, we can say that experience is not the only 

source of knowledge. That rationalists say that Hmne searched 

for causation in a wrong; place. If causation is nothing but 

regular sequence, winter would be the cause of Sllll1lner and a 

flash of lightning would be the cause of a peal of thunder. 

Mill held that cause is not only invariable but unconditional · 

antecedent. It is a set of antecedent events which, without any 

further condition, is sufficient to give rise to the effect. Bread, 
. I 

. . I 

for exa1nple, is a necessary condition of nourislnnent though 

not a sufficient condition. The organism which is nomished 

by bread must also be included in the set of conditions that is 

sufficient for the .effect. If the condition of the organisn1 be 

different (e.g.weak and disabled), it is always possible that 

bread will do harm. Thus Mill seems to admit the necessity-

of causal relation indirectly. 

Of course causal necess"ity is not identical with logkal 

necessity. Hume is quite right when he says that cause does 



not logically entail the effect,_ the way the· properties of a 

triangle are entailed by the definition of ,triangle. 

Logico-mathematical necessity involves no temporal wear and 
' . ~ 

tear; and causal relation is temporaL-.i.\ .. C. :Ewing, and C.D. 
. ' 

" . 
Broad think that in some other sense at .l~ast, the effect i.s 

.. _' . . ! ,. . ... 

entailed by the cause. They, therefore, ~eject, as wholly 
' . 

. . 
inadequate, the view that all that is meant by saying "A causes 

B" is "B regularly follows A". Even if it is not quite clear 

what this other sense of causal necessity is, it does not follow 

that the regularity view is adequate. 

Actually Hume's psychological atomism (the doctrine that 

particular impressions or sensations· as gi~en in experience .. 
are distinct and separate) destroys the very foundation of our · 

knowledge of a syste~atic world. 'Starting ~ith atomic bits of . ' ... . . 

experience without any connection, the· theory makes causal 
. ' . ! 

c01mection entirely subjective -• a fiction of m:ind. Hun1e 

starts by cutting all ties and bonds amongst even~s ·.and then 

c01nplains that th~y have no connection whatsover. 

On Hume's theory we have no rational basis of 

calculation, prediction and ·inductive generalisation; for a~l 
.. : ---~~·- .. ··-~--... 

these processes assume that the s~me. cause will always 

produce the same effect. According to H1:1me we have no more 
, .. 

. , . I ' 

reason to expect that the kettle will boil wh~n it is put on fire 
. . . 

than when it is put on ice. This ·seems odd.; Russell contends 

' ' 



that higher physics can do without the idea of causation in the .. 
sense of neetSsary connection. ·Even then, there are sciences 

other than higher physics. When the ·bio:-chemist studies the 
' 

action of chemicals on living organisms, he must assume 

"causal connection". 

If causality is mere sequence, no human action would 

ever spring from .a motive or a character; there will be no 

connection between volition and behaviour. The sense of moral 

responsibility would then be meaningless. Hence cause is 

more than regular sequen.ce. It implies a necessary order of 

events that is strictly irreversible. The effect always upon the 

cause but not conversely. The necessary order is not a fiction 

of the mind, but is objectively real. 

Immanuel Kant held that cause is an apriori concept which 

is the precondition of our experience of objective succession. 
/ 

'. 

' 

It is not given in experience but comes from within and is '· 
. 

subjective in origin. It is an apriori category of the 

understanding. When we experience successive events we 

connect the events according to the law of cause and effect 

and thus give them order and fixty. This necessary order makes 

the succession objective and real. The ordered world of 

knowledge is thus made by the understanding. Causation is 

thus subjective in origin. But Kantmakes a distinction between 

phenomena (categorised experience) and noumena. For Kant, 



causality is valid only within the world of experience and not 

in the world of thing-in-itself. This may be called disguished 

. subjectivism, for necessary connection is not admitted ·in 

reality. But if thought and reality are identical, cause as the 

category of mind is also a category of reality. The necessary 
., 

order amongst events which we know, is also objective and 

real. 

These arguments, therefore, support the view that the idea 

of causality implies necessity. 

Now one .may raise a relevant ~bjection here. He may 

argue that there is really no invariable antecedent of a non

eternal effect. We find in our experie?ce that a particular effect 

is connected with different causes. (This doctrine .. is called 

plurality of causes by Mill, Bain etc). Death, for example, · 

1nay be due to disease, old age, accident and various other 
.' 

causes. Similarly, .fire may be produced by straw CtrlJa) in 

one case, by tinder - sticks ( arm:zi) in another and by lens 

( mani) in a third circumstance. 16 These examples point to the . . 

fact that none of the antecedents is really invariable. We do 

not have any agreement in presence (anvaya)_and agreement 

in absence (vyatireka) in such cases. It is true that there is 

agreement in presence between fire and straw, th~t whenever 

straw is present, fire is produced. But there is no agreement 

in absence between them; for fire may be produced (for 

' ' 



example, by lens or tinder sticks) even -when the straw is 

absent. Same thing happens in other cases as well. According 

to the Naiyayikas, this difficulty can be removed if we treat 

the effect not. as same in all cases but only similar. Let us 

illustrate it with examples. Fire produced eby tinder-sticks is 

different from fire produced by straw. There is agreement 

both in presence and in absence between straw and fire 

produced by straw, between lens and fire produced by lens~ 

between tinder-sticks and fire produced by .tinder-sticks. We 

can testify that one fire is different from another through our 

experience. Suppose, I want to light my room, here I must 

seek fire produced out of flame and not fire present in red-hot 

iron ball. Now if we recognise· the difference.s in fire 

(vahni vaijairya), then no difficulty will arise regarding the 

invariable antecedence of fire. Some Western Logicians also 

maintain the view that if we specialise the cause·, we must 

specialise the effect in order to overcome the difficulty arising 

out of the plurality of causes. This is called specialising the 

effect. The N aiyayikas remove the difficulty in another way. 

Like the Western logicians, they hold 'if we generalise the 

effect, we must generalise the cause as well'; This is called·----

generalising the cause. To fire in general ( vahni-samanya ), 

the Naiyayikas maintain that .'v.ijat'fya UflJ.a sparlavat teja' 

is the cause of fire in general. The feeling of heat is there in 

' ' 



fire, but fire as hot is not the cause of fire because one is not 

of different nature ( vijattya) from the other. In other words, 

the significance in adding the component 'vijiit{ya' 

(heterogenous) is to exclude the possibility of fire which feels 

hot, that is, u~rya sparsavan as the cause of itself. The fire 
' 1 

which feels hot (u.p-Ja sparfavli;Tftejfli)) is homogenous 

(svajatiya) with fire (vahn~ in general,Hence, by 'vijatrya 

u~Y}a spar sa' we mean the feeling of heat as present in frna, 

araY}i and maiJi (straw, tinder sticks and lens). In short, the 

fire which is present in straw, tinder sticks and lens is not 

homogeneous but heterogeneous relation to the effect, fire and 

so is regarded as the cause of the latter. 

Now, it is clear that both for the Naiyayikas and David 

Hume, cause is an invariable antecedent. But this criterion is 

not enough; mere invariability cannot constitute cause. Two 

things 1nay be invariably connected without one being the cause 

of another. For example, the colour oftheihread is invariably 

present in the thread which is the cause of the cloth. But the 

colour of the cloth by itself can never be the cause of the 

cloth. Similarly, threadness (tantutva) being invariably related 

to thread appears to be an invariable antec~dent to any effect 

whatsoever. For, akasa is nitya (eternal) while the effect is 

anitya (non-eternal). And an eternal entity must always 

invariably precede a non-eternal effect. Still akasa cannot be 



regarded as the cause of the cloth or jar. Again, the weaver's 

father being invariably prior to weaver, appears to be an 

invariable antecedent to the cloth produced. Yet weaver's 

father is not the cause ofthe cloth. That is why the J:'laiyayikas 
f-7-

define a cause as 'anyathasiddhislil}yasya niyatii purvavartita". 

-. By anyathasiddhisiil:zya', they mean an indispensable 

antecedent. In the above illustrations, the alleged causes are 

proved to be antecedent through others and so they are not 

indispensable. An antecedent is called indispensable when it 

is not dependent on any other prior event. 

This definition reminds us of Mill's definition of cause 

as 'an unconditional invariable antecedent.' 18 For Mill also, 

tnere invariability of sequence cannot give rise to causal 

relation. We repeatedly observe a regular sequence between 

day" and night, summer and winter in our experience .. But we 

do not regard the one as the cause of the other. The truth is that 

they are co-effects. Our experience of the invariable relation 

between day and night is conditional being dependent upon 

the rotation of the earth on its own axis. The cause must, 

therefore, be an unconditional antecedent besides being an 

invariable one. By unconditional antecedent Mill means only· -

that group of conditions which, without any further condition, 

is sufficient to give rise to the effect. We may define, therefore, 

the. cause of a phenomena to be the antecedent or the 

' ' 



concurrence of antecedents, on which it is invariably and 

unconditionally consequent. 

Now to some it may appear that the sequence between 

night and day being invariable in our experience, we have 

much ground in this case for recognition the two phenmnena 

as cause and effect; and to say that more is necessary -:- to 

require a belief that the succession is unconditional, or, in 

other words, that it would be invariable under all changes 

of circmnstances-is to acknowledge in causation an element 

of belief not derived from experien?e. The answer to this, 

according to Mill is, that it is experience itself which teaches 

us that one uniformity of sequence is conditional and another 

unconditional. When we judge that the succession of night· 

day is a derivative sequence, depending on something else, 

we proceed on grounds of experience. It is the evidence of 

experience which says us that day could equally e'xist without 

being followed by day. But the question is=how can we hope 

to know that our experience is ·truly unconditional since our 

experience is finite and limited? It may happen that what 

appears as unconditional at present may not be so in future. It 

is not possible for us to perceive all cases of fire and all' 

cases of smoke as such in past, present and future. How are 

we then justified in maintaining that fire as such is an invariable 

antecedent to smoke as such? Our experience at best warrants 

' ' 



us in concluding that particular cases of observed· fire are 

in~ariably related to the observed cases of s1noke. But frmn 

this observed particular to the universal, there is no 

thoroughfare .. Moreover, Hume admits that on seeing fire as 

invariably preceding smoke in one or more instances, we get 

into the habit of associating them together. 

. The N aiyayikas try to resolve this· difficulty. For then1) 

the only way to determine the tmconditionality and invariability 

of causal relation is to take resort to an intuitive perception of 

sZunZmyalak~w:za type. 

samanyalak~alJa is a variety of extraordinary (alaukika) 

perception of a whole class of objects through the class

essence (samZmya) present in any individual1ne1nber of that 

class. So it is not imperatively needed to percetve all ~he 

members of a Class in order to be able to talk about them. On 

perceiving smoke issuing forth from fire in the kitchen in one 

occasion, we can conclude that fire is the invariable antecedent 

of smoke. If perception of one instance be not considered as 

enough, we cannot even hold that repeated 9bservation of 

Slnoke and fire will yield the conclusion. For, repeated 

observation amounts to many singular observations, each being 

piled upon another. Repeated observation is in fact unique 

observation made nmny tilnes: Hume see1ns to be at one with 

this when he ren1arks that "what we learn not from one object, 



we can never learn from a hundred, which are all of the same 

kind, and are perfectly resembling in every circumstance." 19 

It is of course true that we take resort to repeated observation 

to settle a doubt with regard to the invariable ant~cedence of 

the cause over the effect. But it is equally true that there is a 

limit to doubting and that it must have sufficient basis. Doubting 

without an end or sufficient basis is· condemned as useless. 

The Naiyayikas further argue that when we perceive an 

individual smoke (dhftma-vyakti), we also perceive in an 

. extraordinary way all cases of smoke through.the perception 

of its class-essence, smokeness. An individual smoke, 

according to Nyaya, is perceived as such because of its 

similarity with, and inherence in, universal smokeness. Hence, 

in perceiving a particular smoke, we perceive its class

essence, smokeness, and through the perception of smokeness 

·we perceive in a non-sensuous way all smokes possessing 

the universal smokeness. Similarly, in tl)e perception of an 

individual fire, we perceive in an extraordinary way all cases 

of fire through the perception of the class essence or 
·, 

sam2in}U.pll~IJ,fireness. Hence, the universal proposition "all 

smoky objects are fiery" is intuitivefyt~· · known by a non-· 

sensuous perception of all smokes as related to fire through 

the perception of smokeness as.related to fir~ness. Hume fails 

to admit the possibility of an intuitive experience of the 

'· ' 



samanyalak~ara type and thus co1:1ld not prevent causal 

reasoning from being merely probable. 

Let us consider Hume's second objection,Jf~,e],,how do 

we know that fire and smoke are related objectively? 

. To this, the N aiyayikas reply that knowledge itself is 

formless. It takes the form of that which becomes its object. 

Hence there can be no objectless knowledge. We have different 

knowledge because there are different objects of knowledge. 

Knowledge of jar is different from the knowledge of cloth, 

not in respect ~f knowledge but in respect of the object of 

knowledge. It is not possible for us even to think of the objects 

as subjectively associated if they ar.e not objectively related. 

Grasping knowledge without the object of knowledge is simply 

impossible. Knowledge cannot create any new relation; but it 

. can rearrange the ·objects and their relation. It is true that 

knowledge sometimes relate objects which do not have any 
. 

objective existence at all. The hare's hom, sky-lotus etc. are 

examples to this point. But even here the hare and the horns, 

the sky and the lotus are all objectively-real; but the relation 

between them is unreal. But how do we cmne to know that the 

relation in such cases is unreal? The answer is that experience 

does not reveal such a relation. We can relate horns even to 

hare because in our experience we find that certain anin1als 

such as cows, buff':tloes etc.~possess horn. It follows therefore 



· that sometimes knowledge introduces a relation which is not 

found among objects. But that does not mean that it creates 

altogether new relations. Knowledge only reveals the relation 

which only binds the objects as found in nature. Knowledge 

reveals, for example, a pot as characterised by pothood. And 

the relation between pot and pothood is samavaya. That is, if 

knowledge reveals pot and pothood, it also reveals the relation 

between the two. Hence, it can be said . that if there is no 

defect in knowledge, then it binds the objects in such relation 

as is found in nature. There is no sound · basis for doubting 

whether such objective relation between obj~cts exist - a 

relation which is really discovered, and not invented by 
. 

knowledge. ·_ · ·. Let us come back to the discussion of 

siimiinya-kiirya-kiira~Ja-bhiiva (general principle of 

causality). The problem under this principle, according to the 

N aiyayikas is~why everything whose existence has a begining 

must have a cause? In Humean fashion, .for what reason we 

pronounce it necessary, that everything whose existence has a 

begining should also have a cause? The general principle is 

the basis of the particular cases of causal relation because if 

there be no general principle of causality, there is no point in 

seeking for the cause of a particular effect. It is our natural 

tendency to ask for the cause. of a particular event when it 

comes into existence. This tendency will be approved 



provided we show that there are no uncaused effect that which . 

has a begining in ti1ne must have a cause for its existence. The 

N aiyayikas try to prove this by means of an inference, namely, 

"karyam sahetukain kadacitkatvat, bhojanaj?myd~iptivat': :~o 
• . . ~ 

This inference is put in condensed form. But when fully 

stated, it must assume the following form which has five 

indispensable members, lmown as its avayavas. 

Karyam sahetukam (All effects are caused)- is called 

pratijna or statement of the proposition to be established ; 

kadacitkatvat (because th~y are o"ccasional or nond;anal) is 

IJ.e.i1L or the reason for such statement. Yatra yatra kada

citkatvam tatra tatra salzetukatvam, bhojanajanyatrptivat , . . 

(wherever there are occasional or non-eternal entities, there 

are causes, for example, satisfaction arising out of taking food) 

- udaharal}G or statement of a universal proposition showing 
/ 

the connection between the reason and the fact stated as 

clenched by a-·· known instance; tatha cayafn (this effect is 

also of the sa1ne nature, that is, kadacitka) - is called 

upanaya or the ap-plication, that is, the ascertainnent of the 

existence of the 1nark in the present case ; tasmclt tathZt 

(therefore, the effect is caused) - is 32{J~m~~ or the 

conclusion that follows from the preceding propositions. 

Now to understand the ce-rtainty of this inference, let us 

first of all- analyse the significance of different technical 
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expressions. In this inference, karya (effect) is the pak~a or 

the subject of inference. It is here where the existence of 

sadhya (that which we want to jnfer) is being doubted 

(sandigdha-.sadhyavan pak~a ). 

'Sahetukatva' stands for sadhya for it is what we want 

to establish in respect to an effect (karya). Here an important 

question arises, nmnely, on what ground do we infer that the 

effect is caused? For the Naiyayikas, the ground of such 

inference is to be found in Kadacitakatva while acts as a 

hetu (sign) here. All effects are caused because they exist at 

sometime, but do not at some other time. It is the Vyaptijnana 

on which all inferences, according to the , Nqb~~ikdS -. are 
; • • • I 

based. Vyaptifnana is an invariable and unconditional 

concomitance (niyataiJ anat.tpadhikal;z sambandJi(ib) between . . 

a hetu and a sZidhya. Vyapti literally means vyZipya-vyapaka

sambandhq!,-:that is, a relation between that which pervades 

and that which is pervaded. The vyaptijFlana in the above 

inference is expressed in the form : whenever there is a non~ 

eternal or occasional entity, there is a caus~ (yatra yatra 
'I 

kadacitkatvam tatra tatra hetukatvain). In the above 

inference, satisfaction is a kZidZicitka padZirtha and so also is 

caused. Our experience shows that satisfaction does not exist 

forever ; it arises only when, on being hungry, we take food. 

For the Naiyayikas, like the effect, cause also is a kadacitka 

'. 

·' 



padartha. A kadaeitka padartha is non·eternal in the sen\f.e 

that it has a beginning a~d an end. A non-eternal effect being 

kadacitka depends on its cause. Wf? can say, therefore, that 

every effect being of the nature of1{iPJJ!iJ::l.4.:: must have a cause 

for its kadacitkatva. Our experience shows that the effect 

appears when the cause appears and it disappears with the 
•. 

dissappearence of the cause. It is by means of the methods of 

anvaya and vyatireka along with the absence of any contrary 

instance that the Naiyayikas establish the causal connection 

between the cause and the effect. Now to ·regard the cause as 

kadacitka is to ·hold that it is occasion~l, existing at sometime 

but not existing at some other thne. We must then seek a second 

cause to account for the first, the second cause again cannot 

be eternal; for in that case, its effect would have been eternal 

- a possibility which is negativated by experience. Hence 

the second cause is likewise non-eternal and inevitably 

requires in its turn a fourth, and so on ad infinitum. The 

N aiyayikas in reply maintain that this causal sequence is like 

a stream and is indeed without a beginning (anadi). It involves 

infinite regress. But this infinite regress, like that of seed (vi} a) 

and seedling (an;zkura) is not vicious but an acceptable 

(pramaniki) one. . · ·~ .. 
Besides such a straightfoFWard inferential reasoning, the 

N aiyayikas take the help of another indirect proof called tarka 

'· ' 
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by 1neans of which they try to prove that every effect is caused, 

the parallel of which is not to be found in Hume. Tarka by 

itself is not treated as a source of valid knowledge 

(pram ana); but it is certainly looked upon as an aid to pram--

-ana. 

TheN aiyayikas usually resort to tarka when there arises 

any apprehension about the conclusion being vitiated by the 

presence of contrary instances. Tarka puts an end to all such 

apprehension or suspicion. 

'The argument from tarka in the case of general principle 

of causality runs like this : 

ka ryatvam yadi sakatr~atvavyabhicarisyat, 

katrjanyatavacchedakam na syat. If the effect in question is 

possible without assuming an agent (karta), then the- effe~t 

is sakatkartva vyabhicari because it is. always due t,o a kart a 
' 

(kartrjanya). It follows from the Very etymological meaning 

of karya itself. The word karya, for example, is derived from 

the root kr (to do) . Hence its etymological meaning suggests 

that there must be an agent (karta) of every actipri. An action 

without an agent to perform it is simply unthinkable. So every 

effect (karya) logically implies an agent (karta) to perfonn. 

it. 

A Nyaya philosopher would not say that the concept of 

cause is an apriori concept. Even he would not understand 

' ' 
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the ·distinction betyveen logical and psychological necessity .. 

He would understand certainty, but not necessit)l and would 

not distinguish between logical and psychological certainty. 

He would say that when there is no doubt, there is certainty 

and that certainty is visayita visesa - a characteristic of 
. ~ 

knowing or as an epistemic concept. In short, a Nyaya 
'· 

philosopher would disagree with the critics of Hume who 

hold that the causal relation is necessary in that the words 

'necessity, and 'entailment' are not inhis vocabulary. But then 

he would not hold that anything that is invariably present when 

event occurs is its cause. Similarly he would distinguish 

between a causal relation and an accidental relation. A 
. 

Nyaya philosopher explains the causal relation in a realistic 

way. He would hold that a cause as well as its effect is an 

event. A Nyaya philosopher does not think ·that a cause is 

always an event. Now Hume had no trust in abstra~t properties 

or universals. He would not have held that the events between 

which an invariable relation obtained were determinate events 

or dha.F-·rn.eu as a Nyaya philosopher would put it. Accordingly, 

a ---N~.a ya philosopher would hold that when A is a cause, it 

h[ts a property of a sort, or that it is in a state of being a cause. 

This property is specified by (nirilpita) and also specifies 

(niriipaka) the state of being an effect own~d by B (its effect). 

Let us illustrate it with an example.· We hol_d that a pair of 



pots.herds is a cause of a jar. Hume would not admit that a. 

pair of potsherds is a cause of ajar. For he analyses the causal 

relation with reference to what Aristotle would have called 

an efficient cause. Indeed other kinds·of causes as recognised 

by Aristotle were not considered as cause by the science of 

his time. But, we for the reasons of convenience, are not 

. considering· a cause like a stick that Hume would also have 

recognised to be a cause of jar. The convenience consists in 

introducing the limiting relations in respect of the said state 

being of a cause. In the case of a stick, the relation is so 

complicated and the statement of it is so crowded with 

technical term that we are not considering the case of a stick. 
. 

Be that as it may, such a state of being a cause is limited both 

property - wise and relation - wise . It cannot be said that the 

said state of being a cause is not limited by a property, for 

that would blot out the distinction between a causal sequence 

and a causal sequence or that it is limited by a more extensive 

or a less extensive property. 

We see therefore that a Nyaya philosopher would not 
. . 

introduce necessity to distinguish between a causal relation 

and a chance relation. He would do it in terms of the limiting 

property of the state of being a cause. ·No doubt, he would 

also introduce the limiting property of the· state of ·being an 

effect. For similar reasons, he would also hold that the said 

'· ' 



state of being an effect are not limited by any relation. And in 

this way he would exhibit the co-residence 

(samZmadhikaral}ya) of cause and. effect., We do not thfnk 

that Hume can introduce such a limiting property and. such a 

li1niting relation. So when a Nyaya phi.losopher states that· a 

pair of pot-sherds is a cause of ajar what he means that a pair 

of pot-sherds owns a state of being a cause that is specified 

by a state of being an effect limited by the relation of identity 

and the property of being pot-sherds (samavayasambandha

vacchinna-ghatvavacchinna-karyata-nirupita tadatmya -
• 

sa1nbandhav~cchinna- kapalatva-vacchinna karal}Q.tQ

s~taya). 
j ,. 

Besides this, .. Cl Nyaya philosopher would also argue that 
. . 

when a cause is said to be an invariable antecedent, it is me~nt 

that it is an antecedent that comprehends or is a vyapaka of 

its effect. 

Now when A comprehends B it is not the case that a 

negation of it resides in the locus of B. So if we leave out the 

causes that are compresent with their effects, we should say, 

to say.that A is a cause ofB is to say that it is not the case that 

a negation of A resides in the moment im1nediately before the 

1nmnent its effect B occurs. But if we take into such causes as 

well, we should have to add ' the moment the effect occurs'. 

True, we should introduce in this case as well the limitor of 



the negatumeness concerned .. Again he does not hold that every 

invariable relation is a causal relation.: .. Thus, akafa, though 

invariably present whenever an eff~ct occurs is not treated as 

a cause of every occurent. Similarly, the property of being a 

stick, a class-property owned by every- stick as its invariable 

antecedent; but is not regarded as a cause of such occurents 

on the. ground that it may be dispensed with ( anyathasiddha) 

in the causal account of such occurents. But his· doctrine of 

'what may be so dispensed with and also if a cause may be 

defined ex~lusively in terms of such dispensiability, 'tlato~~ty~ds 

what is not so dispensable with (anyathasiddhibhinnatva) 

de1nand separate discussion. And what is non-ubiquitous but 

eternal may also be said to be an i~ariable antecedent of ~very " . 

occurent and so of a jar. We.)'tray rule out that it is a cause of 

the jar on the .ground that it does not satisfy the cond~tion of 

co-residence, or that it does not satisfy t~e spa~,i6-temporal 

condition. A Nyaya philosopher while spelling out his attitude 

to Hume would not introduce necessity. He would introduce 

liiniting relations and limiting properties, the condition of . 

co-residence and also space and time as appropriately limited 

as causal factors. 

Let us consider the reactions of Samkhya philosophers 

against Hume's theory of causality. Unlike Huine, the Satnkhya 

philosophers do not recognise causes and effects to be 

' ' 
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altogether different. For them, effect is not a new creation but 

the manifestation of that which is already contained in the 
·-

cause. We experience that particular. effects are only produced 

by particular causes. For example, the pot can be produced 

only from the lump of clay, curds only from milk and so oil, 

but not pot from milk or curds from lump of clay. Here also it 

is proved· that there is a fixed, unalterable and necessary 

relation between a cause and an effect, and an effect is capable 

of being produced by that cause.only with which it is related. 

The Buddhist philosophers also admit that there is an 

invariable and necessary relation in the case· of causal 

connection. When two things are related as cause and effect, . . . 

they are always and everywhere related to each other. To 

ascertain whether two events are causally connected the 

Buddhists apply the test of pancakiirani which is as follows. 
I 

(1) the effect cannot occur before the cause; (2) the cause 

occurs, (3) immediately, the effect occurs, ( 4) the cause 
. . 

disappears; ( 5) immediately the effect disappears. 

Let us turn to some modern critics ofHume and see how 

they react against Hume's theory of causality. 

It is widely held that Hume denied not only the conception 

of cause as power or activity but also the· necessary 

connection: · between a cause and an effect. Experience for 

Hume, reveals merely the succession of two events, but no 

'
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connection: between them. It is we, who by virtue of habit 

and association, read ·i;;tothe objects the idea of necessary 
-

determination, which is not really there. In answer to Burne's 

question, namely, with what right to we add to our experience 

of uniform sucession the idea of necessary ·connection, Kant 

says that we can only get the experience of objective 

succession 1f we have presupposed the principie of necessary 

determination. Without the presupposition of the principle of 

causation, we cannot distinguish between mere succession in 

our apprehension and ~pprehension of succession, i.e, 

subjective and objective succession. In the perception of a 

house, for instance, we are compelled to look first at one part 

and then at another, for we cannot apprehend the object all at 

once. We may begin with the roof and end with the· basement, 

or we may, reve~ittg the order as well, -~egin with the base1nent 
, 

I 

and end with the roof. Here, therefore, there is succession in 

our apprehension of the object. But there being no succession 

in the object, the order in which we apprehend the different 

parts is quite arbitrary - the parts all exist sjmultarieously. 

But where there is succession in the object itself, the order of 

our apprehending is fixed. In the case of a movement of a ship·---~-

going downstream, we perceive its position higher up the 

stream first and its position ·lower -down the stream only 

afterwards. We can in no way reverse the order, for what we 

'· ' 



are apprehending is actually successive ; here we put the time 

into the object. Thus subjective succession is reversible, not 
. -

following any fixed order, where.as objective succession 

which is bound to a fixed order, is not ·so. Hence , the law of 

causation is not derived from our experience of objective 

succcession, as Hmne has supposed. It is, on the contrary, the 

very basis. of or the presupposition of such experience. It is 

therefore a priori. 

A1nong the critics of Hume over causality, the name of 

prof. Alfred North Whitehead deserves special mention. All 

existence, according to whitehead, is continuo! 1s. So Nature 

cannot be a mere collection ofstatic objects. It is, on the 

contrary, a continuous system of events. Failing to grasp this 

dynamic character of events, Hume has in fact made nonset?Se 

of modem science. Burne's atomistic view ofNature prevents 
I 

I 

him frmn finding any connection between the catise and the 

effect. If objects of experience are, from tlie very start, isolated 

and independent, we cannot, on whitehead's opinion, deduce 

any systematic uniformity on the·ground of experience. "This 

unifonnity does not belong to the imm~diate relations of the 

crude data of experience, but is the result. of substituting for 

them more refined logical entities, such as rel~tions between 

relations, or classes of classes re~ations". ·21 For whitehead 

causal relation is an objective relation. It obtains between 

'· ' 



two events ; the preceding one is called the cause which is 

continuous with the succeeding one, known as the effect. Hume 

fails to provide experience with a11y objective content. The 

result is a solipsist subjectivism. 22 

Causality, according to samuel Alexander, is nothing but 

the relation of continuity between two different motions. The 

motion which in order of time precedes that into which it is 

continued or prolonged is called the cause;· the latter is the 

effect. Causality is thus the relation of continuity between one 

substance and another within a space time who1e. But Burne's 

whole theory of causality is based on the assumption that the 

causal process is not continuous. Burne's atomistic analysis 

prevents hiln from finding the simple element of continuity in 

our experience. That is why he fails to find any connecti_on 

between the cause and the effect. 

All these views suggest that the causal relation is an 
. 

objective relation. It does not c~nsist in the repetition of the 

pair of shnilar events·. though the repetition of events 1nay 

enable us to discover causal laws. 
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